Gender Differences in Patient Perceptions of Physicians’ Communal Traits and the Impact on Physician Evaluations
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Abstract

**Background:** Communal traits, such as empathy, warmth, and consensus-building, are not highly valued in the medical hierarchy. Devaluing communal traits is potentially harmful for two reasons. First, data suggest that patients may prefer when physicians show communal traits. Second, if female physicians are more likely to be perceived as communal, devaluing communal traits may increase the gender inequity already prevalent in medicine. We test for both these effects.

**Materials and Methods:** This study analyzed 22,431 Press Ganey outpatient surveys assessing 480 physicians collected from 2016 to 2017 at a large tertiary hospital. The surveys asked patients to provide qualitative comments and quantitative Likert-scale ratings assessing physician effectiveness. We coded whether patients described physicians with “communal” language using a validated word scale derived from previous work. We used multivariate logistic regressions to assess whether (1) patients were more likely to describe female physicians using communal language and (2) patients gave higher quantitative ratings to physicians they described with communal language, when controlling for physician, patient, and comment characteristics.

**Results:** Female physicians had higher odds of being described with communal language than male physicians (odds ratio 1.29, 95% confidence interval 1.18–1.40, \( p < 0.001 \)). In addition, patients gave higher quantitative ratings to physicians they described with communal language. These results were robust to inclusion of controls.

**Conclusions:** Female physicians are more likely to be perceived as communal. Being perceived as communal is associated with higher quantitative ratings, including likelihood to recommend. Our study indicates a need to reevaluate what types of behaviors academic hospitals reward in their physicians.
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Introduction

In 1995, Kathleen Hall Jamieson proposed five double binds that professional women face when they violate gender perceptions and societal prescriptions.1 The Same-ness/Difference double bind describes societal biases that punish women for agentic traits (e.g., strong, logical, and independent) that are rewarded in men while simultaneously devaluing communal traits (empathy, nurturing, consensus-building) which women often foster.1 Academic medicine is no exception, and a large body of research has explored this dearth of women in leadership in the field.2,4 Institutional emphasis on agentic traits in academic medicine is not only front and center but also resides squarely in the “think manager (leader), think male” mindset.5–8

Yet, communal characteristics are the cornerstones of medicine.9 Patients value physicians who are empathetic and personable and value shared decision-making, all canonical communal traits.9–12 Patient-centered medicine and empathetic communication improve patient compliance to prescribed medical treatment and influence recovery and clinical outcome.13,14 In other words, the very traits that are negatively associated with advancement in academic medicine11,12 are also those valued by patients. These patient
evaluations are playing an increasing role in MD performance evaluation and subsequent advancement, and the role of gender in this interplay between physician communal traits and patient expectations is increasingly relevant in the evolving doctor-patient relationship. Whether patients too view physicians through the lens of gender stereotype and thus ascribe communal traits more often to female physicians remains to be investigated. Furthermore, the correlation (positive or negative) between the presence of these communal traits and patient satisfaction scores remains an important and unanswered question.

In this study, we analyze (1) whether patient-ascribed communal traits had a gendered prevalence (i.e., whether words such as “compassionate” or “warm” were used more frequently for male vs. female physicians) and (2) whether physicians described using communal language received higher or lower quantitative scores. Demonstrating the value patients place on communal traits as reflected by their quantitative physician assessments, could serve as a call to reform a field that is notorious for devaluing communal behavior.

Materials and Methods

The study was granted an exemption by the Institutional Research Board Review for the Protection of Human Subjects. Patient experience and satisfaction with their physicians is commonly captured on postvisit surveys. The Press-Ganey patient satisfaction survey is one such scientifically rigorous and validated tool that measures patient satisfaction using qualitative free-text and a quantitative 5-point score, which is used for performance improvement and as an individual yard-stick for physicians. Since language is one of the most powerful means through which society continues to perpetrate conscious and subconscious biases, we investigate whether (1) patients are more likely to describe female physicians using communal language, and (2) physicians described with communal language receive higher or lower quantitative Press-Ganey scores.

Data

The study was granted an exemption by the Institutional Research Board Review for the Protection of Human Subjects. Deidentified Press Ganey surveys of outpatient visits at the hospital were collected over a period of 2 years (2016–2017). As per hospital policy, all patients registered in the hospital’s online patient portal receive a survey following an outpatient visit. In addition, each month five randomly selected patients per physician are mailed a paper version of the survey. The total response rate is 25%.

Each survey included both a qualitative comments section and a quantitative ratings section. Each of these sections included multiple subsections where patients were asked to assess specific aspects of the visit. The qualitative comments section asked patients to access Access, Moving Through Your Visit, Nurse/Assistant, Personal Issues, Care Provider, and provide an Overall Assessment. We removed comments about Access, Moving Through Your Visit, and Nurse/Assistant because they were not directly relevant to the patient-physician interaction. We removed comments not made in English (~3% of the original distribution) because our measures of communal language relied on English word lists.

The quantitative ratings section asked patients to assess physicians on a number of dimensions on a 1 to 5 Likert scale, with five denoting more positive experiences. We assessed the following dimensions: (1) Care provider’s efforts to include you in decisions about your treatment, (2) Concern the care provider showed for your questions or worries, (3) Your confidence in this care provider, (4) Friendliness/courtesy of the care provider, (5) Likelihood of your recommending this care provider to others, and (6) Likelihood of your recommending our practice to others. We place particular emphasis on the “likelihood of your recommending this care provider to others,” as it is used by most health care organizations as a primary metric in determining physician performance.

We filtered for surveys, in which both the quantitative and qualitative portions of the data were available, leaving us with 22,431 surveys of 480 physicians. Each observation in the dataset thus consisted of one survey for one patient visit; a single physician could be assessed in many surveys. Physicians were identified with an anonymous identifier. Patient data were anonymous and included no patient identifier. Our dataset also included demographic information about both the physician and patient: physician gender, age, ethnicity, race, rank, and medical specialty, and patient gender, age, and race. Table 1 provides summary statistics for physicians and patients.

Language processing

We defined a survey response as containing communal language using a word scale based on a previous study of communal language. As our domain differed somewhat from that in the original study—letters of recommendation—we modified the scale to remove words which were not salient to our domain or falsely identified comments. The final scale we used identified text as communal if it contained any of the words or prefixes listed in Figure 1.

We confirmed, by hand inspection of a random sample of surveys in our dataset, that surveys identified as containing communal language were consistent with the intended scale. For our analysis, we used a binary communal variable defined to be 1 if a comment contained any communal words and 0 otherwise. (Results were similar when analysis was performed instead using the count of communal words in the comment.)

Regression analysis

We analyzed (1) whether patients were more likely to describe female physicians using communal language and (2) whether physicians described using communal language received higher or lower quantitative ratings.

In all regressions, we included physician controls (age, rank, medical specialty, and race/ethnicity); patient controls (gender, age, and race); and comment controls (both comment length as well as which qualitative survey questions were being answered). To determine whether patients were more likely to describe female physicians using communal language, we used physician gender as the independent variable and presence of communal language as the dependent variable. To determine whether communal language was associated with higher quantitative ratings, we used presence...
of communal language as the independent variable and quantitative rating as the dependent variable.

Because patients gave very high quantitative ratings to physicians (all quantitative dimensions we examined were at least 4.6/5 on average, with 5s given in at least 85% of cases), we evaluated ratings dichotomously with the commonly used Top Box metric defined by Press Ganey. A physician is given a 1 in Top Box if they receive the highest possible score on that question (in this case, a 5/5), and a 0 otherwise. This scoring is used to calculate all Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems metrics and is what institutions use to evaluate and reward quality treatment.\textsuperscript{15} Although small percentage differences in Top Box may seem insignificant, these variations lead to substantial differences in physician rankings. According to recently published Press Ganey statistics, physicians with 80% Top Box ratings in “Likelihood of your recommending this care provider to others” ranked in the 24th percentile of physicians, whereas those with 90% Top Box ratings ranked in the 94th percentile.\textsuperscript{18}

To account for multiple correlated observations for each physician, we computed cluster-robust standard errors, clustering at the physician level. Because all dependent variables were binary, we used logistic regressions for all analyses; regression coefficients and odds ratios (ORs) are reported below.

### Results

Female physicians were more likely to be described using communal language. Overall, 17% of comments contained communal language. Without inclusion of controls, the odds of female physicians being described with communal language were higher than for their male counterparts (OR = 1.29, 95%
Physicians described with communal language received 5/5, while 88% of physicians who were described without communal language received 5/5. The likelihood of recommending this care provider to others is significantly associated with the presence of communal language, with ORs of at least 2.39 and 2.87. We also found no significant difference in regressions run on the gender-language interaction term: there was no evidence that physicians of either gender experienced greater returns to communal language. We also assessed whether the positive association between communal language and quantitative ratings was larger or smaller for women: that is, whether the gender-communal language interaction term was statistically significant. We found no statistically significant interaction; there was no evidence that physicians of either gender experienced greater returns to communal language. Care provider’s efforts to include you in decisions about treatment (5/5) was significantly more likely to receive perfect quantitative ratings (Tables 2 and 3) across all the quantitative dimensions when controlling for physician, patient, and comment characteristics, with ORs of at least 2.39 and p < 0.001 in all cases. Of particular importance to patient care were the characteristics, with ORs of at least 2.39 and p < 0.001 in all cases. Of particular importance to patient care were the fields for “Care provider’s efforts to include you in decisions about your treatment” (OR = 2.52, 95% CI = 2.21–2.87), “Concern the care provider showed for your questions or worries” (OR = 2.39, 95% CI = 2.10–2.73), “Your confidence in this care provider” (OR = 2.64, 95% CI = 2.31–3.00), and “Likelihood of your recommending this care provider to others” (OR = 2.77, 95% CI = 2.43–3.15). In this last field, “Likelihood of your recommending this care provider to others,” 81% of physicians who were described without communal language received 5/5, while 88% of physicians described with communal language received 5/5.

### Table 2: Communal Language Is Associated with Higher Quantitative Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantitative rating</th>
<th>Noncommunal comments (%)</th>
<th>Communal comments (%)</th>
<th>Adjusted OR (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Care provider’s efforts to include you in decisions about treatment (5/5)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>2.52 (2.21–2.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern care provider showed for your questions or worries (5/5)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>2.39 (2.10–2.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your confidence in care provider (5/5)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2.64 (2.31–3.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care provider friendliness/courtesy (5/5)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2.46 (2.14–2.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood of your recommending care provider to others (5/5)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2.77 (2.43–3.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood of your recommending our practice to others (5/5)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>2.59 (2.21–2.87)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Confidence interval [95% CI] = 1.18–1.40, p < 0.001. With inclusion of physician, patient, and comment controls, the odds of female physicians being described with communal language remained significantly higher (OR = 1.15, 95% CI = 1.05–1.26, p < 0.002). Physicians described with communal language were significantly more likely to receive perfect quantitative ratings of 5/5 (Tables 2 and 3) across all the quantitative dimensions when controlling for physician, patient, and comment characteristics, with ORs of at least 2.39 and p < 0.001 in all cases. Of particular importance to patient care were the fields for “Care provider’s efforts to include you in decisions about your treatment” (OR = 2.52, 95% CI = 2.21–2.87), “Concern the care provider showed for your questions or worries” (OR = 2.39, 95% CI = 2.10–2.73), “Your confidence in this care provider” (OR = 2.64, 95% CI = 2.31–3.00), and “Likelihood of your recommending this care provider to others” (OR = 2.77, 95% CI = 2.43–3.15). In this last field, “Likelihood of your recommending this care provider to others,” 81% of physicians who were described without communal language received 5/5, while 88% of physicians described with communal language received 5/5.

### Table 3: Additional Breakdown of Quantitative Scores by Gender and Presence of Communal Language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantitative rating</th>
<th>Male, noncommunal (%)</th>
<th>Male, communal (%)</th>
<th>Female, noncommunal (%)</th>
<th>Female, communal (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Care provider’s efforts to include you in decisions about treatment (5/5)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern care provider showed for your questions or worries (5/5)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your confidence in care provider (5/5)</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care provider friendliness/courtesy (5/5)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood of your recommending care provider to others (5/5)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood of your recommending our practice to others (5/5)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As in Table 2, the independent variable is the presence of communal language, and the dependent variable is the Top Box score. Scores are broken down into categories based on physician gender and the presence of communal language in their patients’ comments. Both male and female physicians described with communal language experienced higher quantitative results than when described without communal language. We found no statistically significant difference in regressions run on the gender-language interaction term: there was no evidence that physicians of either gender experienced greater returns from communal language in their quantitative ratings.

Discussion
This study highlights three important findings. First, the results of our study indicate that physicians with communal traits...
receive higher quantitative ratings. Second, among these ratings, patients’ appreciation for communal traits were associated with the important, commonly used “likelihood to recommend” yardstick. Finally, patients perceive a gender difference in communal traits and are more likely to identify these traits in female physicians, even after controlling for physician and patient demographics. Whether this pattern stems from unconscious gender stereotyping by patients or from actual differences in female physicians’ behavior is difficult to tease out from descriptive narratives. Despite these findings, overall scores between men and women physicians were statistically similar. This may be due to two reasons. First, statistically combining two modest correlations (1) physician gender and communal language and (2) communal language and quantitative scores—results in a combined correlation, which is less likely to be statistically significant. Second, several other factors influence quantitative scores besides communal traits, some of which may put women at a disadvantage.

Our study builds upon previous work suggesting that the doctor–patient relationship has changed in recent years. While in the past the relationship could be viewed as that of medical paternalism where the “doctor knew best,” shifting societal values, subspecialization, and an increasingly complex health care system have made shared decision-making and patient autonomy more important. Our study highlights how this shift measurably manifests in physician evaluations by associating patient perception of communal traits with higher likelihood of recommending a care provider, an important factor influencing physician bonuses and career advancement.

We additionally identify a correlation between perception of these communal traits and physician gender. This measurable gap in perception is supported by previous studies, which suggest that female physicians are more likely to be perceived as building collaborative models of patient-physician relationships than their male colleagues. Female physicians may spend more time with their patients, investigate social and psychological issues in more depth and facilitate patient participation more effectively.

Given the importance of communal skills in clinical practice, it may seem surprising that academic medicine continues to reward agentic traits while overlooking, or worse, devaluing, communal traits that are overwhelmingly valued by patients. Cultural stereotypes in medicine, perpetrated through language and communication, characterize women as communal or the labor class, describing them as hard-working, dependable, and group-oriented, while men appear to have innate leadership skills, and are deemed brilliant and independent thinkers.

Thus, female physicians in academic medicine face a difficult dilemma. Recognizing that their perceptible communal skillset could actually hinder their professional advancement, female faculty have described attempts to mask or counter stereotypes. On the contrary, agentic women go through great lengths to avoid violating the gender stereotype (e.g., being perceived as tough, decisive), lest they be stigmatized by both men and women.

It could be argued that medicine requires quick thinking and decisiveness. However, while that skillset may be critical in emergent situations, by and large, most nonurgent situations call for empathy, listening, shared decision-making, and consensus building. Therefore, it is high time that medicine consciously recognizes and rewards physicians of any gender who exhibit and cultivate communal traits that would ultimately deliver healthier, happier patients.

**Limitations**

This study is a single center, retrospective study, limiting generalization. The data were based on Press Ganey survey results and could represent a potentially biased sample of outpatients who choose to fill out the survey. The data have a skewed distribution, with most surveys rating physicians 5/5. Each survey was treated as an individual patient entry and did not account for repeating patient visits. The results in the study are purely correlational and not causal. Finally, different medical specialties require different approaches beyond an analysis of language in patient care.

**Conclusions**

Patients identified communal traits more frequently in female physicians than their male counterparts, and physicians perceived as communal had higher odds of receiving 5/5 quantitative ratings, including likelihood to recommend. These results have significant implications for how the medical community evaluates the quality of physicians’ medical practices. Further, in-depth linguistic analyses across specialties and across all mediums of patient-physicians communication are needed.
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